CHUGACH POWDER GUIDES
2017 SNOWCAT PARTICIPANT CONTRACT
Reservation Requirements
Chugach Powder Guides (CPG) requires 100% of the price of the contracted days of skiing as deposit at time of reservation. The deposit, a signed
Snowcat Participant Contract, and a Reservation Form are required to confirm your reservation. The Snowcat Participant Contract is a written
acknowledgement of CPG’s policies, as set forth in this contract. When booking for other guests, the individual paying is responsible for all the policies
and details in this contract.
Client Responsibilties
1) You will be required to follow the safety policies and procedures of CPG and your guides’ instructions during activities; 2) You will be required to
sign a Participant Release of Liability, Waiver of Claims, Assumption of Risks and Indemnity Agreement in favor of CPG before beginning any package
or day trip; 3) you agree and acknowledge when you reserve a CPG package or trip that you are ULTIMATELY RESPONSIBLE for your own safety
during participation in a CPG package or trip; and 4) you agree and acknowlege that when you reserve a CPG package or trip that you are ultimately
responsible for understanding CPG’s financial and operational policies as set forth in this document.
Cancellation Policy
If you cancel prior to 14 days within your reservation date all monies on account are refundable, less a 5% service charge. If you cancel within 14 days
of your reservation your full deposit will not be refunded. The credit card provided at the time of your reservation will be used to charge any unpaid portion of your reservation.
Trip Interruptions
Snowcat skiing relies on adequate snow cover for safe operation of the snowcats, which can vary with weather during the year, and which we cannot
guarantee. If your reserved single-day of cat skiing is cancelled due to cat-road conditions, weather, or any other reason by Chugach Powder Guides
you will receive a full refund for that day. If, due to mechanical or other issues, we do not achieve the guaranteed day runs, you will be refunded at a
rate of $35 per run. The snowcat trip may be cancelled in the event that we have fewer than 10 participants.
Skiing / Riding
The CPG day of snowcat consists of 6 - 8 runs. We do our best to provide the best skiing possible for our snowcat guests. However, we cannot guarantee the quality of the snow conditions on any given day. The pace, terrain, and quantity of skiing and riding depends on conditions and the fitness of the
group as a whole.
No refunds are issued in part or in whole due to late arrival or early departure from the field. No refunds or credits are issued for missed
skiing due to skiing ability, fitness. Equipment failure, or personal choice. If a skier becomes injured, ill, or requests to leave the field
prematurely for any reason, no refund will be issued. Early departure from the snowcat area is not an option except in the case of an
emergency.

I, _______________________________________________ , acknowledge I have read the above policies, having had sufficient opportunity
to do so, and understand them. I acknowledge that my reservation will not be confirmed nor my space secured until I have returned this
signed contract with a completed Reservation Form and a 100% deposit. I understand that by signing this contract, I agree to be bound by
its terms.

Participant Signature: _______________________________________________________________

Date: _________________________
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